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Comprehensive Cloud Security

The cloud is transforming the way organisations communicate and collaborate internally as well as with 
customers. By moving to the cloud, businesses can access one centralised communications system with 
ease of deployment, reduced costs, and reduced management complexity compared with legacy on-premise 
systems. Moving to the cloud eliminates large up-front capital expenditures for PBX hardware, as well as 
many recurring costs. Off-loading management of the telephony infrastructure to experts at the cloud service 
provider also reduces operational overhead, while freeing IT teams to work on more strategic projects that 
relate to the core business.

There is a growing preference for cloud-based services, particularly in mid-to-large enterprises. However, 
doubts persist when it comes to whether the cloud is secure enough for core entreprise applications and 
systems such as communications. 

This document describes the comprehensive cloud security employed by RingCentral to help protect 
customers from growing cyber threats, eavesdropping on voice communications, toll fraud, non-compliance 
with privacy regulations, and other security risks. It details a multilayer cloud security approach that 
extends from physically secure and audited data centres and intrusion detection systems to advanced voice 
encryption technology. This approach also includes interoperability with security standards like the security 
assertion markup language (SAML) to enable mixing and matching of solutions from best-of-breed security 
providers, seamless integration with ID management, and strong authentication and Single Sign-on. 
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Industry-leading security
Recognised as a leader in the 2016 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Unified Communications as a Service, Worldwide, RingCentral has a 
proven track record of supplying cloud business communications services to hundreds of thousands of customers worldwide. More than a 
decade in the making, the RingCentral platform combines voice, business messaging, audio and HD video conferencing, fax, web meetings, 
group chat, collaboration, and contact centre capabilities, as well as integrations with leading cloud apps such as Salesforce®, Microsoft 
Office 365™, and Google G Suite. The system securely and reliably handles billions of minutes of voice traffic every year. 

Secure Voice
RingCentral is among the first in the industry to use two enterprise-grade security protocols to provide additional security for IP phone 
calls—transport layer security (TLS) authentication and secure real-time transport protocol (SRTP) encryption. 

TLS is a cryptographic protocol that provides encryption on the session initiation protocol (SIP) signaling data. This protocol secures the 
SIP signaling communication between supported endpoint devices and the RingCentral cloud servers.

SRTP is a profile of the real-time transport protocol (RTP) that provides encryption, message authentication and integrity, as well as replay 
protection to the RTP packet stream that is transported between supported endpoint devices and the RingCentral cloud servers. SRTP is 
ideal for protecting VoIP traffic because it can be used in conjunction with header compression and has no effect on IP quality of service 
(QoS)—i.e., it does not result in any degradation of voice quality. These capabilities provide significant advantages, especially for voice 
traffic using low bitrate and adaptive voice. 

Geographically dispersed and redundant data centres
Tier 1 data centres located in Amsterdam and Zurich house the core RingCentral technology infrastructure and interwork with 
international data centres to support the unrivalled RingCentral global network. These facilities are monitored 24/7 and are certified 
SSAE 16, ISO 27001, SOC 2, and SOC 3 compliant. All systems are audited on a monthly basis, and audit reports are available to 
customers.

The data centres are managed by highly trained, on-site engineering specialists, including experts in various aspects of security and 
regulatory compliance with privacy regulations such as the PCI DSS.

Each RingCentral data centre is supported by redundant power and protected by an array of security equipment, techniques, and 
procedures to control, monitor, and record access to the facility. All equipment areas are monitored and recorded using CCTV, and all 
access points are controlled. Every data centre is staffed with security officers on duty 24 hours a day. Visitors are screened upon entry to 
verify identity and then escorted to appropriate locations. Access history is recorded for audit by customers. All employees also receive 
stringent background checks before gaining access to sensitive areas. 

• 24/7/365 security and monitoring 

• All doors secured with biometric readers 

• Kinetic and key locks on closed cabinets 

• Critical areas have windowless exteriors 

• CCTV digital camera coverage with detailed surveillance and audit logs 

• Bullet-resistant protection 

• CCTV integrated with access control and alarm system 

• Motion detection for lighting

• Equipment check upon arrival 
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Encryption of data at rest and in transit
The RingCentral solution ensures that customer calls and messages are secure with encryption in transit and at rest. These protections 
include encrypted data transfer, physical protections at data centres, comprehensive digital tracking with clear audit trails, secure file 
storage, and other methods to help customers defend against data loss and comply with regulations such as PCI mandates for protecting 
online transactions. 

Toll fraud and phone/voicemail hacking
The RingCentral platform includes security capabilities to detect potential toll fraud and service abuse. These capabilities and settings 
reside in the application and infrastructure layers, within the service delivery and operations processes, and in the RingCentral security 
policies and governance practices. In addition, RingCentral has a full-time security and fraud-prevention department with a security 
program that is based on industry best practices. This program also provides intelligent communications fraud detection, which includes 
RingCentral staff monitoring customers’ service for anomalous calling that may be toll fraud.

Network security: protecting service applications 
RingCentral deploys best-of-breed network protections that are optimised for voice and data. These protections, together with 
RingCentral experts continuously monitoring systems for anomalies, help to prevent service disruption, data breaches, fraud, and service 
high-jacking. In addition, an advanced suite of intrusion prevention technologies protects against malformed packets and fuzzing 
techniques, which can be used to confuse or overwhelm border controllers, resulting in service disruption, system restart interruption, 
and endpoint resets. Advanced RingCentral border session management is immune to many of the forms of attack that have disrupted the 
services of other VoIP and UCaaS vendors. RingCentral Security also protects against spoofed messages by validating the value of 
“Call-ID,” “Tag,” and “branch” while processing control NOTIFY messages. RingCentral security further overcomes the typical set of 
firewall traversal problems in VoIP systems with network address translation (NAT) support for static IP configuration and “Keep-Alive” 
SIP signaling. This maintains user addressability without providing attackers the opportunity to infiltrate further. 
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Robust mobile device controls 
Since mobile devices are easily lost or stolen and are often employee owned (BYOD), the RingCentral service is designed from the ground 
up to give administrators robust mobile app control. Mobile application management is delivered through enterprise-class user and 
service controls. These controls are particularly valuable with the RingCentral Mobile app, which provides web meetings, video 
conferencing, and collaboration on smartphones and tablets. Administrators can instantly revoke the remote user’s access to the cloud 
network—and thereby to customer contacts, CRM info, and other corporate information—and almost no data resides on the device itself.

Single Sign-on
As business applications—including communications—move from on-premise to cloud-hosted solutions, users experience password 
fatigue due to disparate logons for different applications. Single Sign-on technologies seek to unify identities across systems and reduce 
the number of different credentials a user has to remember or input to gain access to resources. While SSO is convenient for users, it 
presents new security challenges. If a user’s primary password is compromised, attackers may be able to gain access to multiple resources. 
In addition, as sensitive information makes its way to cloudhosted services, it is even more important to secure access by implementing 
two-factor authentication. The RingCentral Duo Access Gateway (DAG) provides strong authentication and a flexible policy engine on top 
of RingCentral logins using the SAML 2.0 authentication standard. It authenticates users, leveraging existing on-premise or cloud-based 
directory credentials and prompts for two-factor authentication before permitting access to RingCentral.
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